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9/11, Osamagate and the “Blowback”. America’s “Just War” Against Afghanistan

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, October 03, 2022

From the outset, the objective was to use 9/11 as a pretext for launching the first phase of
the Middle East Central  Asian War,  which consisted in the bombing and occupation of
Afghanistan. This was achieved by sustaining the myth that Muslim terrorists supported by
the Afghan government had attacked the WTC on September 11, 2001.

Americans Find Gangsters Suitable to Lead the Country

By Eric Zuesse, October 03, 2022

Here are some of the top agents in this U.S.-headed gang, agents of U.S. billionaires. These
individuals don’t even need to worry about elections, such as politicians do, and they remain
in office for as long as they want if they do what America’s billionaires want them to do.

China Is Not Capitalist and It Is Not Yet Communist

By Kim Petersen, October 03, 2022

There are many western commentators who, apparently in profound dismay that a country
which holds up the banner of socialism could be so economically successful, tiresomely deny
that China practises socialism and insist that it is instead capitalist.

Blinken Calls Sabotage Attacks on Nord Stream Pipelines a “Tremendous Opportunity”
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By Zero Hedge, October 03, 2022

Ever since the recent unprecedented sabotage attacks on the Russia to Europe Nord Stream
pipelines, the central question has continued to remain who did it and correspondingly cui
bono?

Germany Spends 2.5 Billion Euros on 100 Million Bivalent Boosters Only to Discover That
Nobody Wants Them

By eugyppius, October 03, 2022

The  German  government  has  ordered  100  million  doses  of  BA.1  and  BA.4/5  bivalent
vaccines at a cost of 2.5 billion Euros, and almost nobody wants them.

Increased Risk of Myocarditis: Doctor Who Promoted COVID Shots on TV Calls for Global Stop
to COVID-19 Vaccines

By Marina Zhang and Dr. Yuhong Dong, October 03, 2022

Lately,  Dr.  Aseem  Malhotra,  a  British  cardiologist  who  was  previously  supportive  of
COVID-19 vaccines has been the topic of breaking news stories for demanding a global stop
to the distribution of the same vaccines he once promoted.

Dutch Government Obstructs Excess Mortality Research

By Gideon van Meijeren, October 03, 2022

The Netherlands have been struggling with unexplained excess mortality for more than a
year.  Since the second half  of  2021,  over  ten thousand more people  have died than
expected. In October 2021, the leader of Forum for Democracy, Thierry Baudet, was the first
to draw attention to this topic, in parliamentary questions to the then Minister of Health,
Hugo de Jonge.

Should Europeans ‘Thank’ the Americans for Destroying Nord Stream?

By Robert Bridge, October 03, 2022

With an investigation continuing into the destruction of the Nord Stream gas pipeline that
provided energy supplies to Europe from Russia, there appears to be just one prime suspect,
and that should surprise nobody.
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Biden’s Nordstream Destruction Prediction, Draped in Nazi Blood and Soil

By Kurt Nimmo, October 03, 2022

Thomas Reed, a senior US national security official, claims in his book “At The Abyss” that
the United States allowed the USSR to steal pipeline control software from a Canadian
company. This software included a Trojan Horse that caused a major explosion of the Trans-
Siberian gas pipeline in June 1982. The Trojan ran during a pressure test on the pipeline but
doubled the usual pressure, causing the explosion.

Please Some Straight Talk from the Peace Movement

By Philip Giraldi, October 03, 2022

The so-called Israel Defense Forces, whose Chief Rabbi Eyal Karim approves of his soldiers
raping ‘attracting Gentile women’ as a way to keep up morale, are also continuing to kill
Palestinians at an unprecedented rate and have covered-up the murder four months ago of
Palestinian-American journalist  Shireen Abu Akleh,  admitting only  that  the woman was
apparently killed by a soldier who claimed that he thought her to be an armed Arab rioter.
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